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Class Topic: 
 
Day 5- Mastery Course on Noun Part-2– Possessive case 

 

 

 
 

Introduction  
 

इस कोसस में आप Noun के बारे में पढें गे वो भी basic level to advance 
level. इस कोसस में अपलोगो को examples  के द्वारा concept को clear 
ककया जाएँगे साथ ही साथ competitive based questions करवाया जाएगा, 
हर concept को कहानी के द्वारा clear ककया जाएगा आपलोगो को notes 
provide  ककया जाएगा previous year questions के साथ so why to 
wait join our noun mission.  
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Learning Objective: 
The learning objective of this lesson as follows: 
In this session we will learn about possessive case.. 

 Definition of possessive case 
 Examples to understand the concept of apostrophe 
 Examples related to apostrophe.   
 Rules of using possessive case and personal pronoun 
 Question answer to understand the concept 
 Moral story to understand the concept. 

 
Definition of Possessive case-possessive case denotes ownership 
of some other relationship. 
Example – 
Girl’s watch  
Boy’s pen  
In the above examples the Watch belongs to the girl and in 
second example the pen belongs to the boy . 
Now we have to know “what is apostrophe mark (‘) it used to 
indicate either possession or omission of letter or number 
example  
Possession - boy’s book 
 Omission -  can’t, he’s  
 
In possessive case to show possession we need’’ rules of using 
possessive case.Rules are as follow- 
1) It shows the ownership  and possession  
 Girl’s dress 
 Teacher’s book  
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Writer’s novel  
 

2) In plural noun we use apostrophe in the end of the word to 
show possession  

 The workers’ are on strike.  
 The doctors’ are working hard to treat Corona patients.  

 
3) Do not use apostrophe with the nonliving thing  
Example:  table’s leg,  the window’s glass  
These are wrong it should be  

 leg of the table  
 The glass of window  

 ****If noun denoting personified thing  
 
Time, space and weight  then apostrophe can be used example 
nouns denoting personified things – 
India’s victory, fortune’s favour 
 
*** nouns denoting dignified object the nation’s call the earth’s 
satellite 
 
***noun denoting time space or weight- 
Time - a day’s leave a  
month’s vacation 
space - a stone’s throw  
yard’s length  
weight - a kilogram’s packet 
 
3) when there are two or more separate nouns joined by and (‘s) 
is added to the last if joint possession is mean  
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example - Rohan and sohan’s   mother is a doctor 
Shahrukh and Kajol’s movies are best 
 

Possessive pronouns -denotes the possession   possessive 
pronouns are – 
 

 mine  
 yours  
 his  
 her  
 ours  
 us 
 their 

  
Identify the possessive case 

1) Meena’s  bedroom is beautiful 
2) These students’ are doing their home work. 
3) The children’s bikes are purple in colour 
4) Angel’s Castle is pink . 
5) Is this is Ram’s house? 

 
Answer- Mina’s, students’, childrens’, Angel’s Ram’s 
 
Moral story to understand the concept(possessive case 
underlined) 

ROSE  AND THE CACTUS 
There was a rose she was proud of her beauty and there 
was a cactus also .Rose hates cactus she always insulted 
him. The cactus remain quiet. Other plants always gave her 
a lesson “you should not be proud your look “. One day 
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the sun’s rays was so scorching .Water was dried .A bird 
came to cactus for water. The condition of rose was also 
worst she also asked cactus for water. 
 Moral-you should never be proud of your look.  
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